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In many application domains, continuous operation is a desirable attribute for
software-intensive systems. As the environment or system requirements change,
so the system should change and adapt without stopping or unduly disturbing
its operation. There is, therefore, a need for sound engineering techniques that
can cope with dynamic change. We address the problem of dynamic update of
controllers in reactive systems when the specification (environment assumptions,
requirements and interface) of the current system changes as in [5].
When is it safe to change a running system? One conservative answer to this
question is “when components are not involved in any interactions”; this was
formalised through notions of quiescence [5] and later tranquility [7].
Zhang et al. show that different domains and scenarios require distinct
update conditions. Sometimes update may be allowed to occur cleanly at any
point in time (usually as soon as possible), and in others obligations of the
current specification must be honoured before switching to the new specification.
Requirements to guide the system from one specification to another (as in [2])
or to ensure graceful update (as in [3]) may be appropriate in certain settings.
These update strategies generally use manual verification to ensure correctness.
Automatic synthesis of controller update strategies for reactive systems has
been proposed in [4,6,1] amongst others. However, in all cases it is assumed that
the system being executed eventually reaches (what each technique considers)
a safe state. This liveness assumption of eventually reach a safe state is very
strong. Zhang et al. [8] recognize that a system may need to be guided to a safe
updatable state; however the user have to produce the strategy to do so.
We present a general approach to specifying correctness criteria for dynamic
update and a technique for automatically computing a controller that handles
the transition from the old to the new specification, assuring that the system
will reach a state in which such a transition can correctly occur. Indeed,
using controller synthesis we show how to automatically build a controller that
guarantees both progress towards update and safe update.
The purpose of our validation is to show applicability of the approach by
resolving seven case studies taken from literature and also the generality of the
approach with respect to existing work.
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